Virtual Events
2021

For more information please call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza-associates.com

Virtual online events have fast
become part of our everyday
communications, but like all
conferences, meetings and socials
they can fall prey to being dull,
predicable and dry with your
guests reaching for the mute
button in minutes!
To combat the challenges of
keeping your guests engaged
online, we have an array of
short, sharp Team activities and
Social experiences to bring the
fun back into virtual and keep
the energy high.
Virtual has become the
brand-new way to keep everyone
safe, share experiences together,
keep the communication lines
open and guests’ bonds strong.
Call us on 01252 722185
Email: events@desouza-associates.com

Virtual Team Events

Take on unusual tasks together as teams to build morale,
have fun and appreciate one another’s hidden skills! We have
a selection of great virtual challenges, which are all different
in style and perfect for meeting a wide variety of audience
preferences. Using password secure Zoom conference software,
each event is hosted by a KDM Event Manager to keep the
engagement high, the pace lively and the scores honest!

Crystal Mazed (up to 100 guests)
Inspired by the iconic show, our brand new Virtual
Crystal Mazed sees teams compete to earn as many
crystals as possible to trade for time in the Virtual
Crystal Cube Ticket grabber frantic finale! Moving
around 4 themed zone rooms and guided by our host,
guests compete in a series of fun challenges designed
to enagage and inspire your guests to virtual greatness!

from £20 plus VAT PP

Music Bingo
(up to 300 guests)
Can you spot a Cher song in just a few
seconds and identify in which decade it
was a hit? If the answer is yes, then Music
Bingo is right up your street! Battle to
be the first player to get all 5 songs from
one decade and call ‘line’ or ultimately fill
your card completely for the full ’House.’ A
musical bonanza of fun!

from £20 plus VAT PP
Call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza-associates.com

Play Your Games Right
(up to 300 guests)
Ever wanted to be a contestant on a classic Game
show? Well here’s your chance to take part in them
all! ‘Play Your Games Right’ comprises of more than
a dozen shows from days gone by to popular hits on
your screen now. This fantastic team competition
will tax both your memory banks and your wit!

from £20 plus VAT PP

Horses, Hogs and Hounds
(up to 100 guests)
Not just your standard race night, Horses, Hogs
and Hounds is a sure-fire winner! With all the
fun of the races, we sort the rookies from the
bookies as your guests gamble virtual fun money
in an attempt to ‘clean up’ in this fabulous
entertainment event. Our Master of Ceremonies
uses broadcast quality greyhound, pony trap and
horse races to mix up the betting fun…with a
surprising race for extra fun!

from £20 plus VAT PP

Call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza-associates.com

Master the Task (up to 300 guests)
With lockdown presenting a real challenge in how to engage your
employees on a regular basis, we have designed a concept that
involves all your guests in a weekly series of challenges rather than
being a one-off event.
On Monday, guests are set a challenge for the week from one of four
categories – creative, physical, technical and just plain silly! Then
participants have the chance to perfect their skills in preparation for
the live event on Friday where they can earn points for their teams..
The team league table will run over the course of a month and points
are earned by competing in the weekly challenges - such as how
many times can you roll a coin between your fingers? And how many
keepy uppys can you do before you drop the ball?
Perfectly designed to drive engagement and competitive spirit during
these tricky times, this is loosely based around the hugely popular
“Taskmaster” TV show.

from £7 plus VAT PP
Call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza-associates.com

Virtual Team Events

Take on unusual tasks together as teams to build morale,
have fun and appreciate one another’s hidden skills! We have
a selection of great virtual challenges, which are all different
in style and perfect for meeting a wide variety of audience
preferences. Using password secure Zoom conference software,
each event is hosted by a KDM Event Manager to keep the
engagement high, the pace lively and the scores honest!

Google it! (up to 300 guests)
The Box (up to 300 guests)
Our Event Manager has a mysterious locked box…
which will only open when the right number
sequence is punched into the digital display. Can your
team be the first to figure out the clue trail, decipher
the code and win whatever lurks inside?

from £20 plus VAT PP

Not your standard general knowledge quiz, this is a
cryptic challenge where you MUST use the internet
to find your answers! Each question is a 3-part
conundrum which will absolutely require you to find
information via Google (or similar) to piece together
the final answer. Don’t worry as our KDM host is on
hand throughout to offer help if it proves too tricky!

from £20 plus VAT PP

Call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza-associates.com

Virtual Team Events continued
Zero Hour (up to 100 guests)
A fast-paced challenge where teams must race
against the clock to obtain the highest winning
scores! Guests work in teams to successfully
complete and score as many physical and mental
challenges as possible before the clock runs out.

from £20 plus VAT PP

In it to Win it (up to 100 guests)
Following the concept of those brilliantly crazy
gameshows like Banzai as teams vie to maximise
their team points by predicting the winners of a
set of bizarre and improbable challenges! A brilliant
eclectic mix of video, audio and physical to boggle
your teams to victory!

from £20 plus VAT PP
Call us on 01252 722185 or email:

events@desouza-associates.com

Virtual Escape Room

Sherlock’s Debut (Virtual Escape Room up to 500 guests)
Get into character: dust off the feather boa and become the femme fatale you always wanted
to be, or grab the deerstalker and pipe and see things through the eyes of the master detective
himself. This, dear Watson, will be far from elementary.
Suitable for up to 500 people, this is an interactive team building challenge which encourages
good communication, problem-solving and teamwork. Play in 3-5 person teams to investiagte
the mysterious manor, crime scenes and suspects in a race to see who can catch the killer first
in this immersive experience!

from £30 plus VAT PP
Call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza-associates.com

Virtual Escape Room

As newest recruits to the MI5, your mission,
should you choose to accept it, is to capture an
agent who has gone rogue. Obtain evidence to
substantiate your claim, pin down his location and
capture him before he makes his escape!

Rogue Agent (up to 500 guests)
This immersive, interactive team building challenge is suitable
for up to 500 people. Encouraging communication, teamwork,
problem-solving and critical thinking – play in 3-5 person
teams in a bid to uncover the Rogue Agent first. Colleagues
become real MI5 Operatives and must work together to
decipher clues, solve puzzles and complete the mission. It’s
fun, competitive and an excellent way to ignite your team.

from £30 plus VAT PP
Call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza-associates.com

Food and Drink continued
Cocktail Masterclass
We have designed an online cocktail
masterclass to combat the stresses
and strains of isolation. Your team
will have a fantastic experience
racing each other by shaking,
muddling, layering and creating their
own perfect cocktail! 2 and 3 drink
Packages are available including
Cocktail Kits and Ingredients.

from £45 plus VAT PP

Wine Tasting
Live Wine Tasting with our Sommelier.
Guided by our professional wine expert,
International Judge and all-round wine
encyclopedia! You’ll learn to taste, sniff and
quaff wines from around the world and have
a new found appreciation like never before!

from £55 plus VAT PP
Call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza-associates.com

Food and Drink
Cookery Experiences

We have added lots of value to our virtual cookery experiences!
Cooking and Baking has taken Britain by storm in the last couple
of months, and so what better way to raise spirits, boost morale
and give guests a platform to connect where they can learn new
skills. Delegates each have a virtual event package delivered direct
to their home with the specialised ingredients, hat, apron
and useful foodie charts. Then guests simply log in
and join their colleagues and one of our Chefs
for an inspiring cookery activity!

T

Choose from our most popular
virtual selections:

Canape Creations

Chocolate Making

This virtual cookery experience class is
packed full of tips and tricks to help you
create tasty, simple and effective canapes,
we can run this with a competitive
element or as masterclass experience.

Make delicious chocolates with your team,
clients and associates and immerse yourself
in the wonderful world of chocolate. Build
relationships, boost morale and inspire
creativity as you enjoy a virtual chocolate class!

from £95 plus VAT PP

from £75 plus VAT PP
Call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza- associates.com

Food and Drink continued
Italian Cookery
An inspiring cookery demonstration begins,
where guests cook a long with the Chef learning
Italian cookery skills and techniques. Guests will
make Gnocchi, sauces and dessert plus there are
plenty of opportunities for questions!

Sushi Making
Welcome to the wonderful
world of Sushi, low fat healthy
and tasty. A great way to spend
a few hours learning new skills,
where success is quickly visible
and delicious!

from £95 plus VAT PP

from £110 plus VAT PP

Bake a Long
In the recent lockdown baking
has never been so popular, try
something different today and
take part in our virtual Bake a
long with a Michelin Star Chef.
We believe there is nothing
more therapeutic than baking,
creating something from scratch
and seeing amazing results!

from £95 plus VAT PP
Call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza-associates.com

Asian Flavours
Cook along with a top professional
chef and learn about spices and
how to make the perfect curry
from scratch. Indian cuisine has
a rich history that defines its
culture, now you can share the
passion of cooking authentic
classical Indian dishes that have a
depth and balance of flavours.

from £110 plus VAT PP

Murder Mysteries

Our virtual murders retain all the professional performance fun with
actors playing the character parts, with guests attempting to spot
the clues, join up all the dots and ultimately figure out whodunit!

Option One: A pre-recorded
murder mystery tale
In this novelty option, your murder scenario is
acted and recorded in advance by our single
actor playing all the various roles! Amazing
makeovers, wigs and costume changes
abound in this fun filled story. The ‘murder’
mystery scenes last just over 30 minutes
non-stop. However, the event can last as long
as you prefer as our videos have breaks set
up for clients to pause the action to allow
for food, drinks, comfort breaks and sleuth
discussions! Murder Mystery Video link and
all guest paperwork is provided.

from £1,200 plus VAT

Option Two: Live
Murder Mystery
From various locations around the
country, the team of actors beam in
via Zoom to perform their roles to
each other and your audience live!

from £1,200 plus VAT
Call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza-associates.com

Live Entertainment

A whole host of live entertainers are waiting in the wings to provide top notch
music, comedy, games and shows for your planned events virtually! Choose a
single act or a varied show line up from an amazing array of acts performing from
remote studios. We have a wide selection of acts covering all the following areas…

Live Music
From Solo performers
to Full on party bands.

Live
Entertainers
and Creative
Performers
Magicians,
Comedians, Shadow
Shows, Dance
Troupes, Celebrities
and the list goes on!

Live Team
Games
Smart quizzes
and gameshows

Call us on 01252 722185 or email: events@desouza-associates.com

